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THE WOES OF BOGUS ‘UUCSA’
Regardless of trappings and camouflaging external veneers, a BOGUS remains a BOGUS. A crow can
not become a pigeon regardless of being plastered with pigeon feathers. It can not conceal its
impersonation and deception for too long. It must necessarily betray its own fraud to confirm its
BOGUS reality. BOGUS ‘uucsa’ of the NNB Jamiat of Fordsburg under Reverend Abraham Bham, the
Cross Worshipper, has been desperately struggling to portray itself as the ‘umbrella’ body for the
Ulama of South Africa. The following admissions made by this BOGUS entity confirm its falsehood
and contemptibility.
At a secret meeting convened by BOGUS ‘uucsa’ in Tongaat, the under mentioned statements and
confessions were made:
1. “FINANCE – No financial report was tabled as the Treasurer was not able to attend the meeting.
None of the Members have paid their membership due for 2013 and 2014. The Treasurer will be
asked to send out statements to each member requesting for payment of ALL outstanding dues.”
2. “National Ulama Meeting – It was felt that convening a national meeting of Ulama at this stage
may not be feasible given the discordant environment within Ulama ranks. Uucsa (i.e. the BOGUS
entity) will instead focus on building its national profile by embarking on the following:
Uucsa (i.e. the BOGUS one) will also look at expanding its membership by ensuring that we have
adequate representation from each of the provinces, together with adequate representation from
within each province. Moulana R. Mahomed of the JUKZN will coordinate the uucsa outreach
programme, whilst Moulana AK Allie will liaise with each of the affiliate members to determine
which, if any, of the organizations they would recommend from within their respective provinces
for membership to uucsa (i.e. the BOGUS entity).”
3. “Meeting of National Da’wa Organizations – Invites were sent out to forty three organizations.
Nine organizations responded favourably.”
4. “National Crises Committee – Matter could not be discussed because the Coordinator of this
committee, Moulana AK Allie was not present at the meeting.”
5. “MMAC – The process was stalled because the Head, Moulana S. Joosub is disillusioned with
commitment of his team.”
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From the above extracts of the secret meeting of BOGUS ‘uucsa’, it should be self-evident that this
illegitimate BOGUS claiming to be the “umbrella” body of the Ulama Fraternity of South Africa
hardly has any support of the Ulama. Even from the 43 laymen bodies it had desperately contacted
to scrounge for support, only 9 responded. This miserable FRAUD has no “national profile”, hence
it is now desperately scheming to scrounge for some crumbs in sewer drains.
Not a single one of its claimed skeleton membership had paid its ‘dues’ (haraam membership fees)
for the years 2013 and 2014. This too testifies to the lack of interest and commitment of those
whom the BOGUS claims to be its ‘affiliates’. In fact, some of these imagined ‘affiliates’ are
affiliated to us, GENUINE UUCSA – the Registered UUCSA.
While the BOGUS claims to be the representative of the Ulama of South Africa, it overtly voiced its
inability to convene a national Ulama conference on account of the “discordant environment
within Ulama ranks”. This admission speaks volumes for the LIES and FALSEHOOD of this BOGUS
paper entity used as a puppet by Reverend Abraham Bham of the NNB Jamiat of Fordsburg. What
type of “umbrella” body is this flotsam BOGUS uucsa? It fails miserably to convene a national
Ulama meeting.
Recognizing its own hollowness and lack of representation, the BOGUS now seeks to expand its
membership to acquire some credibility which currently it lacks in entirety. It has appointed two
inept fellows to do its fishing – to fish for members to give it some credibility
It boasts of having a “National Crises Committee”, yet the so-called “coordinator” of this BOGUS
committee did not even present himself at the meeting, hence the miserable group of clowns
could not even discuss the issue.
To crown the misery and woes of BOGUS “uucsa”, Moulana S. Joosub the stupid head of some silly
BOGUS process was “disillusioned with the commitment of his team.”
These revelations which are admissions of the BOGUS “uucsa” more than adequately demonstrate
the fraud and deception of this group of disgruntled charlatans desperately craving for leadership
which has eluded them at each abortive attempt. Shaitaan becomes the imam of those who crave
for leadership. In the insane desire for leadership the Reverend Abraham Bham of this BOGUS
paper entity has been participating in every haraam function which promises some cheap publicity.
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